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the sut api is a speech recognition api which
performs the speech recognition using ‘sut’.

it is a speech-to-text api which helps
developers to convert the voice to text in

real time. it uses an api which is compatible
with java se 5.0 or later. voice board is a

voice recognition api and a voice translation
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api. it provides integration of several voice
recognition services to recognize voice

commands from many languages, convert
them to text, and answer to the user’s

questions through an application that is
installed on the phone. it is developed using
java and can be used by the developers on

the android and iphone platforms.
researchers at the language technology
institute of the university of amsterdam
(utia) have published a paper entitled

"automatic speech recognition in dutch using
kaldi with a vocabulary enrichment dataset"

in proceedings of the 2011 international
conference on spoken language processing.
the paper describes the use of the kaldi asr
system for automatic speech recognition in
dutch. the system achieved an accuracy of

approximately 90% for some simple
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sentences. this is roughly equal to the best
system performance reported in the

literature. a researcher at the university of
amsterdam's language technology institute

(utia) has published a paper entitled "a
comparison of cepstral pitch, mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients, and audio features in

automatic speaker verification" in
proceedings of the 18th international

conference on acoustics, speech, and signal
processing. in the paper, the speaker
verification performance of different

frequency domain features is compared. for
the various feature types, an accuracy of
90% was achieved. the best performance

was obtained using the mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (mfcc) features. the
performance using these features was

slightly better than that obtained using the
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cepstral features (i.e. cepstral c coefficients),
which is not surprising as the mfcc features
have been specifically designed to represent

speech.
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a team of researchers at the technical
university of berlin, the university of

edinburgh, and the university of konstanz
have published a paper entitled "automatic

speech recognition: a review" in the
proceedings of the ieee. the paper surveys

the most commonly used asr algorithms and
discusses the factors that affect the

accuracy of these algorithms. a team of
researchers from the university of

huddersfield has published a paper entitled
"dynamic speech analysis and synthesis
using a wavelet recursive filter" in the

proceedings of the ieee. the paper describes
the use of a wavelet recursive filter for

speech analysis and synthesis. a team of
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researchers at the university of huddersfield
has published a paper entitled "a comparison
of manual, automatic and hybrid methods for

automatic speech recognition" in
proceedings of the ieee. the paper describes
the design and evaluation of different hybrid
methods for automatic speech recognition.
the paper notes that "hybrid methods are

typically more accurate than either
automatic or manual methods, but often

require considerably more time to train and
test, and there is a risk of unreliable results".

a team of researchers at the university of
huddersfield has published a paper entitled
"a comparison of different automatic speech

recognition systems for the english
language" in ieee transactions on audio,

speech and language processing. the paper
describes the evaluation of three popular
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open-source asr systems on the same corpus
of audio data. vocapia research develops

leading-edge, multilingual speech processing
technologies. these technologies include

large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition, automatic audio segmentation,
language identification, speaker recognition
and audio-text synchronization. vocapia's
voxsigma speech-to-text software suite
delivers state-of-the-art performance in

many languages for a variety of audio data
types, including broadcast data,

parliamentary hearings and conversational
data.ventureradar research / company
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